
Sermon for August 4, 2019  “You Can’t Take It With You” 
 
Comedian George Carlin has a great routine about “stuff”. You can find it on YouTube. It’s very 
funny – and, as is often the case with comedy, part of what makes it so funny is that it is so 
true. Good comedy makes us take a look at ourselves and see just how ridiculous we are. 
 
He starts out by apologizing for being a bit late coming to the stage because he was busy trying 
to find places for his stuff in a new dressing room and then notes that this is something we can 
all relate to because the meaning of life is really all about trying to find a place for your stuff. 
That’s what houses are for, he reasons, a place to put your stuff – and that when you think 
about it, your house is just a pile of your stuff with a cover on it. When you get too much stuff, 
you move to a bigger house and if you have more places to put stuff, you go out and buy more 
stuff… Sometimes, you have to rent a storage unit to hold some of your stuff… Imagine! There 
is a whole industry built on giving you a place to keep your stuff… 
 
Neil and I have recently moved to a new house and we can really relate to what George Carlin is 
saying. For the past almost 40 years our house in rural Ashton has housed our stuff… and our 
kids’ stuff… and our parents’ stuff… When we felt like we were running out of places for all this 
stuff, we put an addition on the house or put up a new shed – that’s one of the advantages of 
living on an acreage, there’s always space to build another outbuilding. Contrary to George 
Carlin’s story, however, we didn’t move to a bigger house. We downsized to a house less than 
half the size, on a lot a mere fraction of the property we sold. We were faced with finding 
places for a lot of stuff. Some of it went to our children, some to church garage sales, some to 
the Morrison Gardens Community House and the new refugee family, several car loads went to 
Value Village, some furniture to friends… and a great deal went right into a dumpster. We 
thought we had done a great job! And now we are happily settling into our little house in 
Almonte with a garage and basement full of stuff we have yet to unpack – and yes, we also rent 
a storage unit just a few blocks away… So much stuff! 
 
I can relate to the land owner in today’s parable from Luke. He was so successful that he 
needed bigger barns to hold his stuff. And being successful is a good thing, isn’t it? 
 
When we think about people in our society who have been successful, we usually mean that 
they have managed through education and hard work to get to a place in their lives where they 
can live very comfortably. They can afford a beautiful home with all the creature comforts; they 
drive a nice vehicle; they can take great vacations; they can give their children the best 
education and whatever else it takes to help them also be successful. They can take early 
retirement and continue to live in comfort and luxury. We say they are “living the dream”!  
 
I know that we can all name people who seem to have it all and yet are not happy – that’s the 
expected moral of the story - but we also all know people who really seem to have it all 
together – wealth, comfort, and happiness. We admire them. And let’s be honest, we’d all like 
to be them… 
 



Take a look at the man in Jesus’ parable today. He’s one of those successful people we admire, 
isn’t he? He has managed to create a very comfortable life for himself. His crops have been so 
successful that he has had to expand his storage facilities, so successful that he now believes he 
can sit back and reap the rewards of his work. We aren’t told that he achieved this by cheating 
anyone or stepping on anyone’s toes. He isn’t portrayed as an evil or dangerous guy. So just 
what is the problem here and why did Jesus think this was the right story to tell the man who 
was asking him to solve an inheritance dispute? 
 
Listen to the successful man’s soliloquy: 
 
‘What should I do, for I have no place to store my crops?’ 18 Then he said, ‘I will do this: I will 

pull down my barns and build larger ones, and there I will store all my grain and my goods. 
19 And I will say to my soul, Soul, you have ample goods laid up for many years; relax, eat, 

drink, be merry.’ 

 
Sounds reasonable… but I think I can see a problem here … What I notice first is that he is 
talking to himself… No one to celebrate with? …No one to strategize with?... No family?... 
Surely, he must have a manager at least… But even if these people exist in his life, he doesn’t 
seem to take them into consideration… 
 
‘I will do this: I will pull down my barns and build larger ones, and there I will store all my grain 

and my goods. 19 And I will say to my soul, Soul, you have ample goods laid up for many years; 

relax, eat, drink, be merry.’ 

 
No mention of gratitude for this abundance, no thanks to God or even to his workers. No 
mention of who he can share this planned retirement with… It doesn’t sound like he is trying to 
lock his windfall away or hide it from the world. He doesn’t strike me as a Scrooge character at 
first glance; he’s not mean and miserable… He is just completely oblivious to anyone or 
anything around him… He seems to have no sense of what is happening outside of his own little 
sphere, no sense of the need in the world, not even of the people who have worked to make 
this exceptional crop happen… He just can’t see past the nose on his face. 
 
And I even wonder about the wisdom of packing all that grain away. Will it keep? Will he really 
be able to use it to continuously provide for himself for years? Can he stop working and just live 
off this one big success? 
 
God makes a personal appearance in this parable! It’s the only time this happens in the New 
Testament, actually. God calls the man a fool… I can almost picture a Godly face-palm. Not only 
is this a selfish and not well-thought-out idea, this man is going to die tonight and all that grain 
will go to waste… What good is this bumper crop, this great success, if there is no way to use it? 
 
 
 



There is a story of two men who attend the funeral of a wealthy man. One leans over and 
whispers to the other, “How much did he leave?” The second man answers, “Everything!” 
 
You can’t take it with you… 
 
What seems to be missing in our wealthy farmer’s life is relationship – with family, with friends, 
with his workers, with his neighbours… with God. He is completely wrapped up in himself. What 
he sees as his private possessions – “Mine! All Mine!!” -  blinds him to the ramifications of his 
actions. He is blind to the possibilities of what this boon could accomplish on a bigger scale. 
 
I think perhaps this was the message that Jesus was trying to get across to the man at the 
beginning of the story, the one who demanded that Jesus make his brother share the 
inheritance. Is it worth losing the relationship with family to demand your fair share? Might it 
be worth sitting down with your brother instead and look for ways to make the best decisions 
for all involved – and saving that relationship at the same time? 
 
It’s not a bad thing to work hard and make money to support yourself and your family. We are 
expected to be responsible for taking care of ourselves in the best way possible. The problem 
arises when we become so caught up in obtaining more and more to the point of losing sight of 
the world outside our own house. The consumer culture in this North American society actually 
encourages us to think this way. Every advertisement convinces us that we have a need and 
that we need to buy something to fill that need – we spend our days and our money acquiring 
more stuff. The more stuff we have, the more successful we feel and there is always more stuff 
we think we need… 
 
Sallie McFague has written a fascinating book titled “Life Abundant”. In it she addresses this 
consumer culture that we live in and how it is putting the planet into peril. She warns that we 
need to change our basic sense of what constitutes “the good life”. It’s not that we don’t love 
nature, it’s that we are caught up in a success story – the consumer one – that is ruining the 
planet. She says we need to move from a system that sees economic growth as a line (or 
progress) to seeing it as a circle of sustainability. This way, we move ourselves from striving in a 
linear fashion toward a golden future of material comfort that each of us must reach on our 
own, to living within a circle composed of networks of interrelationship and interdependence 
with all other beings, human and otherwise. 
 
“If all human beings disappeared from the earth tomorrow,” she says, “no plant or animal 
would miss us; on the contrary, everything would be better off. But we cannot live for a few 
minutes without air, a few days without water, a few weeks without the plants or other 
animals. We simply are not who the reigning economic model says we are… We may be greedy, 
but more basically, we are needy, terribly needy.” (Life Abundant, p 102) 
 
This is not to say that we can’t work to get ahead or to make life more comfortable for 
ourselves. The goal is to balance individual freedom with the community’s integrity. 
 



Here in the western world, we are experiencing the highest level of the “good life” that any 
human beings ever have. The problem is that it is causing an ever-widening gap between the 
well-off of the world and the poor of the world. How can we, in good conscience, say we love 
the world while at the same time we are destroying it and allowing our less well-off brothers 
and sisters sink ever deeper into poverty. 
 
What we need to develop, she suggests, is a “theology of enough-ness”.  It is not a philosophy 
that divides everything equally amongst all people but one that ensures that the needs of all 
are met. The good news is that Canada rates as number 1 in this regard according to the United 
Nations Human Development Index because, as the 1999 report states: it has been very 
successful in translating income into the well-being of its people” (Life Abundant, p 113-114) we 
still have a long way to go, but it’s comforting to know that we are on the right track. 
 
Getting back to the wealthy farmer in today’s parable…  
The problem wasn’t that he was successful and had managed to create a very comfortable life-
style for himself. He had worked to earn it. The problem was that he didn’t see how his 
hoarding of everything for himself didn’t do anything to sustain the world around him or even 
guarantee a long life for himself.  
 
“Money can’t buy happiness.” Isn’t that the saying? Material wealth can certainly support 
abundant life – but it can’t produce it. The problem isn’t the money, it’s our attitude toward 
that money and our attitude to those around us. It’s about how we allow that money or 
abundance to affect our relationships with those around us… our relationship with the world. 
 
It is possible, I think to be rich and still be Godly… it’s just harder. It takes effort to be 
consciously aware of how our way of life is affecting the lives of others and the life of our 
planet. We can look at wealth in one of two ways: as love to be shared - or as power to be used. 
Which one will build the best foundation for the future? A future that may not have us in it? 
 
This story began with someone from the crowd asking Jesus to tell his brother to divide the 
family inheritance with him. Poor guy didn’t get what he asked for. It might have been easier 
for Jesus to demand that the money be divided… then the two bothers could have each gone 
their own way with their portion… But, instead of standing up for him, Jesus offered this 
parable. I wonder what he thought of that. I hope that he was able to see that the important 
issue here was not who was holding the money but rather how that money was being used… 
who was being taken care of… how to ensure the sustainability of the family and all the 
relationships in it… even perhaps how keeping the money – and their relationship -  together 
might allow for a better outcome for them both. 
 
It is so easy to get caught up in material things – money and “stuff”. As I look at the piles of 
boxes in our garage and in our basement, this certainly becomes a stark reality for me. The 
interesting thing is that I actually feel better in this smaller space, with fewer things… and I am 
enjoying the pleasure that giving some of those things away can bring to others.  
 



I will certainly be happier when I can look around our house and say, “This is just enough.” I 
hope I will continue to keep this in mind when I look at the rest of my life. 
 
Amen 
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